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Abstract. A process is developed to assess the effect of fusing polarimetric and spectral 
sensing modalities for an urban target detection scenario through simulation with the Digital 
Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model. Two novel multimodal 
fusion algorithms are proposed—one for the pixel level, and another for the decision level. A 
synthetic urban scene is validated to ensure the presence of enough background clutter. The 
signal-to-clutter ratios (SCR) of both the simulated spectral and polarimetric data are 
calculated, and the synthetic spectral SCR is compared to data collected with the Compact 
Airborne Spectral Sensor (COMPASS). A qualitative examination of the polarimetric 
background clutter level is also described. The fusion algorithms’ performances are evaluated 
at 320 different sun-target-sensor viewing geometries, and a method to quantify the increase 
in performance is described. Tasking conditions where target detection performance is 
enhanced are identified and the decision fusion algorithm is shown to outperform the pixel 
fusion algorithm. The utility of polarimetric information is shown to vary with the sun-target-
sensor geometry, but data fusion consistently enhances spectral target detection performance 
when the sensor is located in the sun’s specular reflection lobe.  

Keywords:  multimodal fusion, simulation, polarimetric sensing, target detection 

INTRODUCTION

High value target location and tracking has been named one of the fundamental problems 
facing the intelligence community [1]. Previous research efforts have attempted to address the 
problem by exploiting spectral information to detect targets hidden amidst a variety of 
backgrounds [2]. However, the corresponding false alarm rates are often higher than desired, 
especially for small targets in areas with a large amount of man-made clutter such as urban 
environments. 

While spectral remote sensing has been exploited for a variety of uses, polarimetric 
remote sensing is a relatively new and largely undeveloped field [3]. Anomaly detection 
algorithms have achieved some degree of success with polarimetric data in separating man-
made materials from the natural background [4], but in an urban environment where a 
significant portion of the background is man-made, the utility of anomaly detection may be 
reduced.  Further, polarimetric sensing has been shown to be highly sensitive to illumination 
conditions and viewing geometries [5]. 

In an effort to overcome the limitations of one particular sensing modality, complementary 
data sets can be combined, or fused, to provide additional insight about a particular scene. 
Fusing one hyperspectral data set with others obtained at different wavelengths or different 
times has been shown to improve classification performance [6,7]. Data fusion has also been 
applied to exploit different sensor modalities, ranging from LIDAR and SAR to high-
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resolution panchromatic sensors, hyperspectral sensors and polarimetric sensors [4,8-12].  
Applications of these fusion efforts have varied from land cover classification [8,9] and 
surface thermal property extraction [10] to anomaly and target detection [4,11]. The past 
successes achieved with spectral and polarimetric data suggest that fusing these two sensing 
modalities may increase target detection performance. Further, the fusion demonstrations 
indicate that insight can be gained by examining both how anomalous and how target-like a 
pixel appears. The multimodal data fusion applications discussed previously rely on 
simultaneous data acquired by both modalities, but it can be difficult to acquire simultaneous 
data with multiple modalities under a variety of different imaging conditions to conduct 
performance trade-offs. Simulation therefore becomes an attractive option if a synthetic scene 
can be developed and modeled with a high degree of fidelity. 

One early effort modeled a polarimetric IR imaging system in a simple target detection 
scenario [13]. Although the ability to separate the target from the background in the synthetic 
scene was demonstrated, the limits of the model required several simplifying assumptions. In 
contrast, the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model 
developed by the Rochester Institute of Technology can model a complex environment under 
several different illumination conditions from a variety of different points of view [14]. This 
process enables a broad exploration of sensor capabilities to map the multimodal trade space 
via simulation. 

THEORY 

Fusion levels 
Complementary data sets can be combined in many ways, commonly described as pixel, 
feature or decision level fusion [15]. Pixel level fusion describes combining information from 
each source at the lowest possible processing level, in effect merging different measurements 
of the same physical parameter. Pixel fusion techniques preserve the most original data, 
although the two images must be very well registered to avoid artifacts and misinterpretation 
[15].   

In contrast, decision level fusion consists of individually processing images, then 
combining the results in some way to reinforce common interpretations and resolve 
discrepancies. The final product thus provides a better understanding of the scene, subject to 
the level of correlation between the classifiers used in decision level fusion [16]. The decision 
level of fusion preserves the least amount of raw data, since the results being combined are 
metrics like classification scores rather than actual measurements about the scene.  Once the 
desired metrics have been identified, an appropriate fusion method must be designed. 

Existing tools 
The fusion effort described in this work leverages several common detection algorithms.  
Many different spectral target detection algorithms exist [17], so a representative standard 
algorithm for spectral target detection was used to avoid framing this work as an algorithm 
optimization effort.  The spectral matched filter (SMF) is the most common target detection 
algorithm based on a stochastic description of the data [17]. The constrained energy 
minimization (CEM) algorithm is a modified SMF algorithm such that the output is scaled to 
a target abundance value between zero and one, as shown in Eq. (1) [18] 
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where t is the target vector, x is the sample vector and m and S are the background mean 
vector and covariance matrix, which are created either from local values drawn from an area 
around the pixel of interest or global values drawn from the entire scene.  Each pixel in the 
image is analyzed, and the pixel is designated a target if the CEM score is above some user 
defined threshold. 

Polarimetric information about the sensor reaching radiance can be expressed as a vector 
of Stokes parameters where S0 is the total incident irradiance, S1 is related to horizontal 
polarization, and S2 is related to polarization at 45° [3]. The Stokes parameters can then be 
used to calculate the degree of linear polarization (DOLP), a metric spanning the range from 
zero (completely unpolarized light) to one (completely polarized light) as shown by Eq. (2) 
[3]: 
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If the background is assumed to be non-polarizing, the DOLP metric can be used as an 

anomaly detector, but more sophisticated techniques also exist. Recently, the topological 
anomaly detection (TAD) algorithm has achieved a reasonable degree of success when 
applied to both hyperspectral and polarimetric data [19,20]. Further, the TAD algorithm has 
been shown to outperform the well known RX anomaly detection algorithm when applied to 
polarimetric data [19]. 

The TAD algorithm models the background as a set of connected components of a graph, 
imposing a topological assumption on the data without requiring any assumptions on the 
geometry, linearity, or statistical distribution of the data [20]. First, the TAD algorithm 
normalizes the image data so that the brightest 10% of the pixels in the image have Euclidean 
L2 norm equal to two and the darkest 1% have Euclidean L2 norm equal to one.  Next, a 
random subsample from the image of between 500 and 10,000 pixels is chosen to model the 
background, and the distance between every pair of pixels in the sample is computed.  A 
graph is then constructed by linking the closest 10% of pairs of points, exploiting the idea that 
anomalous pixels are unlikely to have nearby neighbors.  The largest groups of points are then 
designated as background as shown in Fig. 1.   

 

 
Fig. 1. The TAD algorithm operating on data notionally distributed in two dimensions. The closest pairs 
of points are deemed background and linked by dotted lines, with different colors implying different 
classes. Pixels linked to their nearest neighbor by longer solid lines are likely anomalous.  Image 
courtesy of Basener and Messinger (2009). 
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The percentage of pixels from the subsample that are background is then assumed to equal 
the percentage of the image that is background.  Finally, each pixel is measured against the 
identified background pixels via the codensity metric, �k, which represents the radius of the 
smallest sphere enclosing k neighbors. The TAD ranking of each pixel in the image is equal to 
the sum of the distances to the 3rd, 4th, and 5th nearest neighbors in the background pixels, as 
shown by Eq. (3) [20]: 
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The TAD rankings result in level sets of arbitrary topology, allowing detection of pixels in the 
holes of the convex hull of the background. 

Proposed pixel fusion algorithm 
Spectral and polarimetric data can be fused at the pixel level by conceptually stacking the 
DOLP values (or alternatively, S1 or S2 values) for a given image as an additional band on top 
of spectral reflectance data. As a result, the spectral/polarimetric optimization tool (SPOT), a 
pixel fusion algorithm, is essentially the CEM algorithm from Eq. (1) operating on a 
customized target vector as shown in Eq. (4) 
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where x is the vector of polarimetric and reflectance values from n spectral bands representing 
a pixel’s value as shown in Eq. (5): 
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If the images are acquired under favorable polarimetric sensing conditions, man-made objects 
are expected to be among the most polarizing objects in the scene.  Therefore, the value 
sought in the DOLP band with the SPOT algorithm will be set equal to one—identifying the 
objects with the highest degree of polarization as those most likely to be targets.  The user-
defined target reflectance values are appended to the desired DOLP value to produce the 
target signature t as shown in Eq. (6): 
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Implementing the SPOT algorithm shown in Eq. (4) requires applying the CEM algorithm 
from Eq. (1) to the fused spectral/polarimetric data set. The CEM algorithm requires a vector 
of pixel characteristics, x, and a desired target signature, t. For the fused spectral/polarimetric 
data set, the pixel vector, x, takes the form shown in Eq. (5), while the target signature vector, 
t, is defined by Eq. (6). 
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In this configuration, the SPOT pixel fusion algorithm weights the polarimetric data as 
only one of n + 1 bands—meaning that the spectral data should produce the dominant impact 
on performance. Further, by setting the polarimetric value in the target vector equal to one, 
this algorithm requires a key assumption which may or may not be valid for any particular 
scenario.  

Proposed decision fusion algorithm 
Decision fusion methods are based on either mathematical manipulations of some score 
metric from different sensors or some form of voting based on the opinion of all sensors 
involved [16,21-23]. For this target detection application, the proposed spectral/polarimetric 
integration (SPI) decision fusion algorithm leverages both the CEM and TAD algorithms 
discussed above as shown in Eq. (7): 
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where the score for any pixel x is based on a combination of the CEM score derived from the 
pixel’s vector of purely spectral information, x, and the TAD score derived from xS, the 
pixel’s polarimetric information expressed as a Stokes vector. 

Several aspects of the SPI algorithm must be explained in further detail. The SPI 
algorithm exploits spectral target detection methods to nominate pixels as targets, but uses 
polarimetric information to boost target pixel scores above the scores of spectrally similar 
false alarms in the background by assuming that targets are polarimetrically different from the 
background. Three useful cases demonstrate the flexibility of the SPI algorithm. First, if a 
pixel’s CEM and TAD scores are both high, the pixel is a polarimetrically anomalous pixel 
spectrally target-like. The pixel’s SPI score is thus among the highest in the scene.  Second, if 
a pixel’s CEM score is high, but the pixel’s TAD score is low, the pixel’s SPI score is 
essentially the CEM score squared. This case represents either a bright spectral false alarm or 
a viewing geometry not conducive to polarimetric imaging—either way, we do not 
significantly increase this pixel’s score. Third, if a pixel’s CEM score is low, but the pixel’s 
TAD score is high, the pixel could be either a polarimetric false alarm (clutter) or a dark, 
obscured target pixel. In this case, the pixel’s SPI score is increased to acknowledge the 
possibility that a hard-to-find target might be present.  

METHOD
The effectiveness of the fusion algorithms described above is expected to vary due to the 
sensitivity of polarimetric remote sensing to different sun-target-sensor geometries, and the 
DIRSIG model provides the flexibility to model a scene under a variety of conditions. This 
work is designed to assess how incorporating polarimetric information affects spectral target 
detection, so a red station wagon was used as the target vehicle model. Several instances of 
the target vehicle were hidden amidst a crowded urban background in the synthetic scene. 

Scene modeling 
The DIRSIG software package is a first-principles based ray tracing model used to create 
sample data to test image system designs, evaluate target detection algorithms and train image 
analysts [14]. Rays are cast out from each pixel on the focal plane to determine what that 
pixel sees and what the sources of radiance are for the area observed. Each pixel is 
oversampled, with the spectral results combined via a linear mixing model. In this fashion, the 
model is capable of producing hyperspectral imagery from the visible through the thermal 
infrared (0.4 – 20 �m) and can correctly model interactions for different polarizations of 
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incoming light. The MODTRAN model is incorporated into DIRSIG to accurately account for 
atmospheric effects. 

A wide area synthetic scene dubbed Megascene 1 was constructed in DIRSIG to mimic an 
area on the northeast side of Rochester, NY for use in hyperspectral image analysis [14]. The 
area of interest has a combination of urban and suburban residential, industrial and forested 
areas, with detailed models of houses, trees and vehicles. Previous efforts have demonstrated 
the ability to incorporate polarized BRDFs, polarized atmospheric models, and polarization-
sensitive sensor models in DIRSIG [19,24]. Megascene 1 has since been updated by 
attributing each material in the scene with measured polarimetric properties to create a 
polarized BRDF based either on the Shell or Priest-Germer pBRDF models [25,26]. Pixel-to-
pixel variability within material classes was increased through spectral texturing [14], which 
also impacted the diffuse reflectance term used to calculate the pBRDF. 

For polarimetric imaging, the forward scattering direction tends to carry the most 
information about a flat target [3], and the target vehicles were reasonably flat as seen from 
overhead. Therefore, the trade space was constrained to sensor azimuth angles (relative to the 
sun) ranging from 160° to 200° in 5° increments. The sensor zenith angle was also varied 
from 10° to 70° for each azimuth angle while holding the sensor altitude constant at 7500 m 
above ground level. An image was rendered with the sensor viewing at nadir, which served as 
a basis to compare all the off-nadir images.  Each set of sensor viewing geometries was then 
evaluated at five different times of day, where the solar zenith angles corresponded to sun 
locations for the modeled region of Rochester, NY on 23 June 1992 at times of 0600 (77°), 
0700 (66°), 0800 (55°), 1000 (34°) and 1200 (20°). 

A standard mid-latitude summer atmosphere with urban aerosols was configured with the 
MODTRAN-4P tool. The sensor-reaching radiance was then calculated for each different 
perspective of the scene—a total of 320 synthetic images. As part of the analysis required for 
an accurate trade, it is assumed that some form of atmospheric compensation would be 
performed. However, rather than identifying the optimum atmospheric compensation 
technique, this study only requires a reasonable, consistent process be applied to each image. 
Therefore, diffuse calibration panels were placed in the synthetic scene so that sensor-
reaching radiance could quickly be inverted to reflectance values via the empirical line 
method [17].  

Sensor Modeling 
Once the scene parameters were set, the sensors observing the scene were described in terms 
of both their spectral and spatial resolution. For the purposes of this study, both sensing 
modalities were located on the same platform and their outputs were perfectly registered to 
each other. The resulting multimodal sensor fusion performance therefore represents a best-
case scenario. As an initial indicator of reasonable sensor characteristics, DigitalGlobe’s 
WorldView-2 satellite has eight spectral bands with a ground sample distance (GSD) of just 
under half a meter [27]. Rather than separating by spectral region, a polarimetric imager 
filters incoming photons by polarization, but one could envision capturing the signal with the 
same set of primary optics. Therefore, a nadir GSD of 0.5 m and a uniform spectral response 
from 0.4 �m – 0.7 �m were used for the polarimetric imaging system investigated in this 
study. Synthetic images of the scene were rendered as observed by sensor through ideal linear 
polarizers oriented at 0°, 45°, 90° and -45°. Circular polarization was ignored because of its 
minimal contribution for passive remote sensing [3]. The modified Pickering method was then 
used to combine these images and produce a Stokes vector for each pixel in the image [3]. 
The Stokes vectors were then used either to calculate the DOLP (for pixel fusion) or fed 
directly to the TAD algorithm (for decision fusion).  

In contrast to multispectral sensors, hyperspectral sensors split the incoming signal into 
hundreds of even finer spectral bands, typically resulting in a decreased signal-to-noise ratio 
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(SNR) or an increased GSD. The USGS-operated Hyperion instrument’s 224 bands span the 
region of 0.4 �m to 2.5�m in 10 nm increments, but imaging from space results in a GSD of 
30 m [28]. In contrast, the airborne COMPASS system has collected data with a GSD � 0.66 
m across 256 spectral bands spanning 0.350 �m – 2.5 �m [29,30]. For this work, a 
hyperspectral system with capabilities somewhere in between Hyperion and COMPASS was 
examined. The test sensor was maintained at an altitude 7500 m above ground level, had a 
nadir GSD of 3.0 m and detected 90 spectral bands spanning the region 0.4 �m – 2.2 �m with 
Gaussian spectral responses described by a full width at half max of 20 nm. 

A final sensor parameter to consider is the SNR. The Hyperion SNR for a 30% reflector 
depends on the spectral region of interest:  140-190 in the VNIR, 96 near the center of the 
SWIR (~1225), but only 38 near the long edge of the SWIR [31]. Additionally, an SNR 
around 150 was calculated for a 50% reflector as imaged through NASA’s AVIRIS system 
[32]. To represent a best-case scenario in this study, the spectral and polarimetric SNR values 
were held constant at 200 for the mean scene signal level. Therefore, the sensor-reaching 
radiance was altered by applying randomly generated zero-mean Gaussian noise to each band 
of the noise-free DIRSIG image. 

Scene validation 
A common concern with synthetic imagery is ensuring that adequate variation is represented 
in the background so that the target isn’t too easy to find. One metric for assessing the level of 
background clutter is the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) shown in Eq. (8) [33] 
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where t represents the target signature vector, m represents the background mean vector, and 
S represents the image covariance matrix.  

COMPASS data obtained as part of the Megacollect 2004 experiment (GSD � 0.66 m) and 
DIRSIG’s Megascene 1 (shown in Fig. 2) represent a similar (but not identical) region of 
Rochester [30].  

 
Fig. 2. (Left)  256 band hyperspectral COMPASS imagery (shown here as an RGB image) was acquired 
over the region of Rochester NY similar to that represented by Megascene 1 [30]. A zoomed view shows 
an isolated reddish vehicle (boxed) used to identify a target pixel in the image. (Right) RGB rendering of 
DIRSIG’s Megascene 1. One instance of the red target vehicles present in the scene is boxed in the 
zoomed view, and some of the six different models of decoy vehicles can be observed. 
 

COMPASS DIRSIG
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Therefore, we were able to perform a quantitative comparison between the COMPASS data 
and the DIRSIG data to verify that enough spectral clutter was present in the synthetic scene. 
The 256 band COMPASS data was degraded to 85 bands by summing the contributions from 
bands 1-3 into a new band 1, summing the contributions from bands 4-6 into a new band 2, 
and so on, and then disregarding the last band. An SCR � 45 was calculated using the 
spectrum of a red target vehicle in the scene. 

The synthetic DIRSIG scene was rendered with a sensor zenith angle of 30°, a relative 
azimuth angle to the sun of 175° and a solar zenith angle of 55°. The target signature vector 
required to compute the SCR value was created by averaging the values for every target pixel 
in the scene for a nadir GSD = 0.5 m, a fixed solar zenith angle of 55°, a fixed sensor azimuth 
angle of 175° relative to the sun, an SNR = 200 and sensor zenith angles ranging from 10° to 
70° in 10° increments. The hyperspectral data had an SCR � 30 except for the most oblique 
sensor zenith angle, representing a realistic spectral clutter level and suggesting that targets 
will be slightly harder to find in the synthetic scene. 

To check the polarimetric clutter level, the SCR calculation was also performed on both 
the DOLP data and TAD algorithm score map (when applied solely to the Stokes vector data) 
for each of the cases discussed above. The DOLP data remained at about SCR = 2 or 3, while 
the TAD score SCR climbed from SCR � 3 (sensor zenith angles from 10° - 30°) to a peak 
near 30 at a sensor zenith angle of 60°. Although the SCR value derived from the DOLP 
values remained roughly constant, the dramatic variation in SCR derived from the TAD score 
displayed how variations in polarimetric sensing conditions affect the ability to find 
anomalies.  

However, an attempt to perform a direct SCR comparison between synthetic and actual 
polarimetric imagery was curtailed because no data has yet been reported on the scale of the 
proposed scene with the capabilities of the proposed instrument. Instead, a qualitative 
examination of the synthetic polarimetric clutter was performed. The top 0.5% anomalous 
pixels in the scene (almost 3,300) were identified for a scenario with favorable polarimetric 
viewing conditions, and a summary of the results is shown in Table 1. The target vehicle is far 
from the most polarimetrically anomalous material in the scene and a wide variety of both 
natural and man-made objects provide polarimetric clutter. 

Table 1. The TAD algorithm was used to identify the most anomalous 0.5% of pixels in the urban scene.  
The materials associated with those pixels were then tallied to determine which materials were regarded 
as polarimetrically anomalous. The top 20 materials are shown below: 

Number 
of pixels 

Material Number 
of pixels 

Material 

560 Glass 70 Dark blue station wagon 
489 Grass (healthy green) 67 Siding (various types) 
437 Roadway surface (gray) 63 Black SUV 
243 Grass (brown / dirty) 60 Red station wagon (Target) 
189 Tree leaf (Silver Maple) 55 Tree leaf (Black Oak) 
153 Roofing (various types) 52 Green station wagon 
147 Tree leaf (Red Maple) 42 White pickup truck 
129 New asphalt (black) 36 Blue sedan 
114 Tree leaf (Norway Maple) 35 Swimming pool 
83 Aluminum 35 White sedan 

Measure of merit 
This work sought to identify viewing geometries where incorporating polarimetric 
information improved spectral target detection performance. Since a random noise field was 
added to each image prior to analysis, the potential for noise to skew the results had to be 
addressed. Each image was analyzed multiple times with the same target detection algorithm, 
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but with a different random noise field applied, and the area under the receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve was integrated to some user defined false alarm rate (FAR), set to 
0.001 for this work. The standard deviation of the ROC curve area values was calculated after 
each iteration and once the standard deviation of the ROC curve areas changed by less than 
3%, the median ROC curve area was identified as the desired value.  

Fig. 3 illustrates the parameters used to develop the measure of merit. The ROC curves 
calculated for the fusion and CEM algorithms in an off-nadir viewing geometry were 
compared to the CEM algorithm when viewing at nadir. A success occurred when the area 
under the off-nadir fusion ROC curve was greater than the area under the nadir CEM ROC 
curve. When this condition was met, the next step was to compare the area under the off-nadir 
fusion ROC curve to the area under the off-nadir CEM ROC curve. Framing the comparison 
as a percent increase quantified the impact of polarimetric information on performance. 

 
Fig. 3. Both off-nadir and nadir viewing geometries were considered. (Left) For the off-nadir case, ROC 
curves (black) were calculated for the CEM (solid line) and fusion (dotted line) algorithms. (Right) For 
the nadir case, a ROC curve (red) was calculated for the CEM algorithm. 

RESULTS 
Fig. 4 compares the CEM score map to the SPOT and SPI score maps for one particular 
DIRSIG image where polarimetric information was useful. No thresholding was performed, 
so the scores for each pixel are scaled as an intensity image where zero is black and the 
maximum score is the brightest white. The SPOT score map closely resembles the CEM score 
map because the spectral information is weighted much heavier than the polarimetric 
information in the pixel fusion algorithm.  However, the SPI score map shows how the more 
equitable weighting of the spectral and polarimetric information via the decision fusion 
algorithm helped suppress the majority of the background pixels relative to the most target-
like pixels.     

Fusion�&�CEM
Off�Nadir

× 10�3

CEM�Nadir�Reference

× 10�3
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Fig. 4. (Top Left) RGB DIRSIG rendering of a particular viewing geometry where incorporating 
polarimetric information was found to enhance performance. (Top Right) The purely spectral CEM 
score map is displayed as an intensity image. (Bottom Left) The pixel fusion SPOT score map is 
displayed as an intensity image. (Bottom Right) The decision fusion SPI score map is displayed as an 
intensity image, showing that target pixels have been dramatically separated from the background 
pixels.  No thresholding was performed on any of the intensity score maps. 

 
After each viewing geometry was analyzed, the average percent improvement was 

calculated across all the tested relative sensor azimuth angles (160° - 200°) for a particular 
sensor zenith angle. In cases where both fusion algorithms were successful, the most 
successful algorithm was identified.  Table 2 reports the results as either no success (red), 
success with the SPI algorithm (blue) or success with the SPOT algorithm (green), with the 
average percent improvement displayed in successful cases.  

Several trends are visible from the results.  First, the theoretical sensitivity of polarimetric 
remote sensing to sun-target-sensor geometry is confirmed as no fusion algorithm is useful in 
every orientation. Second, in cases where polarimetric information enhances capability, the 
SPI decision fusion algorithm generally outperforms the SPOT pixel fusion algorithm. Third, 
the added polarimetric information provides the most increase in performance near the sun’s 
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specular reflection, providing a target detection capability where spectral sensors would 
otherwise become ineffective. Finally, because of the fixed sensor altitude, the GSD increases 
dramatically at higher sensor zenith angles. The poor performance at a sensor zenith angle of 
70° is partially due to a combination of the degenerating spatial resolution and the increasing 
likelihood that targets in the scene are partially obscured by buildings or trees. 
Table 2. The fusion algorithm performance is summarized as no enhanced capability (red), enhanced 
capability with SPI decision fusion (blue) or enhanced capability with SPOT pixel fusion (green). The 
average percent improvement is shown for successful cases. 

Sensor Zenith 
Angle 

 Solar Zenith Angle 
20 34 55 66 77 

10 21.9% 5.8% 0.8%   
20 35.3% 23.9% 4.4%   
30 41.1% 41.3% 11.9% 1.5%  
40 22.3% 33.2% 24.2% 3.9%  
50 2.7% 31.8% 29.2%   
60 2.5% 4.0%    
70      

CONCLUSION 
A process was demonstrated for assessing the impact of fusing spectral data with polarimetric 
information for an urban target detection application under a variety of different sun-target-
sensor geometries. This process could be further tailored to many different scenarios by 
replacing our notional target vehicle in the DIRSIG model with an end user’s target vehicle of 
choice. Two novel fusion algorithms were proposed, exploiting both the pixel and decision 
levels of fusion. The DIRSIG model was used to create a radiometrically accurate image of a 
synthetic urban scene for both spectral and polarimetric analysis, and the synthetic scene was 
validated quantitatively and qualitatively to ensure enough background clutter was present. A 
measure of merit was described to determine what viewing geometries resulted in enhanced 
target detection performance when polarimetric information was incorporated, and the SPI 
decision fusion algorithm was shown to outperform the SPOT pixel fusion algorithm. This 
should not be taken as a blanket assessment of the relative performance of pixel level versus 
decision level fusion, rather just the relative performance of these two algorithms. The utility 
of polarimetric information was shown to be dependent on the sun-target-sensor geometry, 
and data fusion was shown to be a way to enhance spectral target detection when the sensor 
was located in the sun’s specular reflection lobe.   
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